Trends
Facing Rail
Rail is likely to remain a fundamental element of any
integrated transport system and a core contributor to
what has become known as Mobility as a Service (MaaS).

Drivers and
Opportunity

For rail transport, the capability of the signalling system
– safe routing and separation of trains, is fundamental to
enabling high levels of safety, capacity and performance.
Railway operators are striving to deliver higher
frequency services (more capacity) and/or
faster services (reduced journey times) whilst
simultaneously improving safety, performance (on
time running), and lowering operational and capital
expenditure.
It is universally accepted that achieving these competing
demands necessitates a step change in technology
beyond the capability of conventional signalling and
control systems.
Almost without exception rail infrastructure operators/
developers are specifying Digital Train Control (DTC)
technologies for new projects and major renewals. Digital
Train Control technologies are found to be the only
suitable approach to meet the high-level aspirations.
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Opportunity for
Train Control
“There is also the opportunity for the industry to lead this technological
innovation and develop world’s best practice in automated signalling and
train control.”

GHD provides
Train Control Advice
With proven advice and skilled services we help rail transport
organisations maximise value from digital investments whilst
remaining agnostic in the solutions we provide.

On track to 2040, ANU Edge

Spotlight on
Digital Train
Control

Providing Digital Railway
Program, Interface and
Integration Support

• 42 Cities around the world run 64 fully
automated metro lines 1.
• CBTC has been implemented at all Grades of
Automation
• World’s first mainline-passenger with ATO over
ETCS was on Thameslink in March 2018 2.
• Over 100,000km of ETCS equipped
infrastructure worldwide

Technology
Digital Signalling
and train
control technology
providers

Agnostic solutions
and advice
Reducing risks and
improving surety

Infrastructure
• Rail Transport authorities
• Infrastructure and Rolling
stock operators
• Developers
• Regulators and
standards bodies

• PTC is required on 60,000 miles
of the US rail network

¹ International Association of Public Transport
2 Unife
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Digital Train
Control Systems
We work across all digital train control systems.
Safety and passenger comfort improves with the
increased level of automation. ETCS and CBTC can
provide the critical core for automation and can safely
improve capacity of rail corridors allowing trains to
operate safely at much closer headways.
Each technology has some distinctive characteristics,
appropriate to different train control scenarios. We
can help develop operational concepts, determine
the most appropriate technology and establish the
corresponding functional and system requirements.
We work collaboratively with all current ETCS, CBTC
and PTC technology providers ensuring solutions are
independent and agnostic.
GHD identify and address application and
integration issues that impact successful
automation regardless of the rail technology and
context.

Train Control
Systems
Automatic Train
Operation (ATO)

Automatic Train
Protection (ATP)

Connected
Driver Advisory
Systems (CDAS)

European Train
Control System
(ETCS)

Purpose
Automatically drives trains, through control of acceleration and braking, including but not limited
to accurate stopping at specified stopping positions using operational data provided by an external
systems.

Metro, monorails, closed
stock, rapid transit
systems.
Limited mainline examples.

Fail-safe subsystem that supervises train driving by ensuring that speed and movement limits are
observed and intervenes if these are exceeded.

Application examples on all
types of railways.
Perquisite for ATO.

Provides real-time decision support to drivers. Intended to provide timely information to help drivers
make informed driving choices to support performance and safety.

Mainline railways.

Is the signalling and train control component of ERTMS (European Traffic Management System).

Mainline railways. Suitable
for passenger, freight and
mixed traffic operations.

ETCS is mandated in the EU by the Control Command and Signalling Technical Specification for
Interoperability (TSI).
ETCS provides interoperable ATP and in-cab signalling The current Baseline (ETCS B3 R2) includes over
60 detailed specifications.
Is the recognised concept for mass transit state-of-the-art technology. The associated standards
provide performance and functional requirements for a CBTC system. They do not provide detailed
specifications (architecture, protocols, and message structures). Major signalling suppliers provide
proprietary systems (vertically integrated, single supplier).

Communication
Based Train
Control
(CBTC)

Featured

Enables interoperability.

Metros.
Proven for GoA1, GoA2,
GoA2, GoA4 for passenger.

The key standards are:
• Standard for CBTC Performance and Functional Requirements IEEE 1474.1)
• Railway applications – Urban guided transport management and command/control systems:
- Part 1: System principles and fundamental concepts(IEC 62290-1)
- Part 2: Functional requirements specification (IEC 62290-2)
CBTC is characterised by the determination of train location, to a high degree of precision, independent
of track circuits; continuous proving of rain integrity; continuous train-to-wayside and wayside-to-train
data communications network.
Required by US Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008 PTC must:
• Prevent train-to-train crashes

PTC is required on about
60,000 miles of the US rail
network.

• Enforce speed limits
Positive Train
Control (PTC)

• Protect track workers
• Prevent trains from running through a misaligned switch.
The term has become synonymous with radio based train control solutions with GPS to locate the front
and rear of the train.
Manages all trains movements/flows over a specific geographic area. Intended to maximise throughput
and adapt the plan in real-time as network conditions change to support rapid service recovery.

Traffic
Management
System (TMS)
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Application examples on all
types of railways.
Termed ATS (Automatic
Train Supervision (for CBTC
applications.

Recent
Experience
Sydney Metro Northwest - Operations, Trains
and Systems (OTS).
Sydney Metro Northwest, formerly the North West Rail
Link, is the first stage of Sydney Metro, Australia’s largest
public transport infrastructure project. Sydney Metro
Northwest is Australia’s first fully automated passenger
railway (GoA4) and Australia’s first application of Platform
Screen Doors (PSDs) and Platform Edge Barriers (PEBs).
Sydney Metro Northwest successfully entered passenger
service on 26 May 2019.

Rouse Hill

Kellyville
Hills
Showground
Bella Vista
Castle Hill
Norwest

Cherrybrook

Client: Transport for New South Wales (TfNSW)
Description: GHD acted as the Independent Certifier
(IC) for the Operations, Trains and Systems (OTS) portion
of the Sydney Metro Northwest project. This included
Independent certification of the Communications Based
Train Control (CBTC) system and enabling systems.
Tasks include review and certification of Project Plans and
Design Documentation, Construction and Manufacturing
Surveillance, Test Procedure and Report certification and
certification of major project milestones relating to the
commencement of system operation.

Maquarie
University

Epping

Maquarie
Park
Chatswood

North Ryde

Crows Nest
Victoria
Cross

“Throughout the contract the Systra/GHD team
displayed a high level of technical competence and
commitment to the task. The team operated in a
very collaborative manner with an open approach
to communications with both NRT (Northwest Rapid
Transit) and Sydney Metro.

Baran

Martin
Pitt St

Centra

The team was well lead and continually adopted a
considered approach to issues to ensure a best for
project outcome was achieved for all parties”.
David Jackson - Northwest Rapid Transit Infrastructure JV

Waterloo

08

Campsie
Lakemba
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Marrickville

Expertise
GHD is always pushing the boundaries of what’s
possible in rail.
Our team is dedicated to the advancement of the
industry to deliver world-class, efficient railway
systems.
In collaboration with joint partners ACM Management
GHD have amassed a wealth of capability in delivering
high quality signalling and rail systems engineering
offering:
•

Training and competence of skills and
qualifications across all signalling disciplines

•

Certified staff with relevant domain experience
across all rail control technologies

•

A track record of accomplishments in design,
implementation, testing, operations and
maintenance for rail organisations across the
globe

Drawing upon our network GHD provides
advice to ensure successful integration and
interoperability of railways in a safety critical
environment.

GHD is ready to deliver a range of services
in the context of Digital Train Control
• Application & implementation
support
• Strategy development and planning
• Business case development
• Feasibility studies
• Option analysis
• Modelling
• Concept & preliminary design
• ITT support to owners
• Tender support to contractors
• Technical leadership
• Engineering management
• Systems engineering (requirements
management, V&V, interface
management)
• Systems integration
• Program and project management

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder engagement
Risk management
Safety and system assurance
Technical compliance and
validation
Operational readiness
Business change
Data management
Strategic asset management
Independent certification
Technical advisor
Review/surveillance/audit
Standards development
Cyber Security
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About
GHD
GHD is one of the world’s leading professional services
companies operating in the global markets of water,
energy and resources, environment, property and
buildings, and transportation. We provide engineering,
architecture, environmental, advisory, digital and
construction services to private and public sector
clients
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Contacts
Australia / New Zealand

North America

David Milburn

Richard Moore

Global Leader - Digital Train Control

Rail and Transit Business Lead

E David.Milburn@ghd.com

E Richard.Moore@ghd.com

T 61 7 33163724

T 1 905 752 4365
M 1 416 418 6484

United Kingdom
Neil Holt

Cara Murphy

Raill Systems Lead

UK Transport Strategy Planning and
Engineering

E Neil.Holt@ghd.com

T 61 2 9239 7462
M 61 42 8649488

E Cara.Murphy@ghd.com

T 44 20 3 077 7947
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www.ghd.com
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